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Abstract: Detecting various sentence-level events from multiple webpages can be important in finding knowledge. We propose an
event detection method based on comprehensive dimension matching and co-occurrence constraint. First, we detect events from a
single webpage by clustering co-reference sentence-level event mentions. These events are considered as co-occurrence events in every
single webpage. Second, similar events from multiple webpages are clustered. The dimension matching method is used to aggregate
event mentions. Different matchers measure different dimensions,and an extended evidence theory is proposed to allocate dynamic
weight and combine dimension measurement results. We propose an event co-occurrence constraint to reduce match times and quantity
of candidate matches events in the multiple webpages event-detection process to improve event cluster efficiency. The experiment
results demonstrate that this method can detect various events and noticeably reduce the quantity of co-reference events.
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1 Introduction

Event detection is the task of identifying events in news.
Most of events which are reported in webpages are
unstructured data. Information management not only
integrates structured data such as entity attributes and
relationships between entities in the Web but also
integrates events. Existed event detection approaches are
inapplicable for discovering events that are participated
by specific entity and the type of them cannot be
predefined. Examples of such events include enterprise
activities in the news. Integrating multiple enterprise
webpages and detecting valuable entity events may help
enterprise policymakers understand themselves and the
development of novel trends in other enterprises, as well
as improve market intelligence. An event is an activity
that occurs at a special time and involves participants. An
event mention is the sentence in which an event is
reported. The descriptions of the same event from
different webpages are inconsistent. These event
mentions that report the same event are co-reference event
mentions. If each event mention is considered an event,
many duplicate events will occur. Thus, clustering

co-reference event mentions as an event can reduce the
number of duplicate events. Our goal is to detect events in
multiple webpages by clustering co-reference event
mentions. This approach is important to provide valuable
market information to enterprises.

Detecting such events in multiple webpages poses
several interesting technical challenges. First, event
mentions are unstructured data, and the direct use of
attribute similarity to judge entity attributes is difficult.
For example, Fig. 1 depicts that an event has four
co-reference event mentions. However, the texts of these
co-reference event mentions have obvious differences. We
use several dimensions to express event mentions and use
comprehensive matchers to measure the similarities of
these dimensions. Second, we find some events in single
webpage by clustering co-reference event mentions.
These events have obvious differences and can be
considered as co-occurrence events. Co-occurrence events
do not need to calculate the similarity between them and
they can be used to reduce event match times in following
event detection. Third, clustering event mentions in
multiple webpages require considerable running time. We
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Fig. 1: Four co-reference event mentions for same event

propose the two-stage event detection method and the use
of a constraint to reduce the running time.

Fig. 1 illustrates an event that has four co-reference
event mentions. The event mention in Xinhuanet.com
reports the plasticizer name. The event mention in
Sina.com.cn reports the percentage of plasticizer that
exceeds the limit standard. The event mention in
Sohu.com introduces the three plasticizers. These
co-reference event mentions are extracted from different
webpages in the same day. However, these co-reference
event mentions only use text similarities cannot find
references to the same event. To improve event cluster
accuracy, we adopt frame semantics [1,2] and use
dimensions such as time, subject, object, and activity to
represent event mention. First of all, we measure the
similarity of each dimension. Thereafter, we use extended
evidence theory to combine the similarities of key
dimensions as the similarity of the final event mention.
Considering that composite dimension matching can
maximize the use of syntactic structure information and
semantic information, this method can increase the recall
and precision ratio of event detection.

We present a two-stage sentence-level event detection
method, i.e., EDCoAGENES, to cluster co-reference
event mentions in multiple webpages. Given a time period
and a set of entities, we label event mentions that contain
target entities in every webpage. In a single webpage, we
cluster co-reference event mentions and find
co-occurrence events. In multiple webpages, we use
co-occurrence constraint to reduce match times and
quantity of candidate matches events and we cluster
similar events to detect many different events. By using
the EDCoAGENES method, we not only detect various
events but also can understand the event burst degree

during a particular time period according to the amount of
co-reference event mentions.

In summary, we introduce a two-stage sentence level
event detection method to discover multiple webpage
events. In this method, the second stage can use the
co-occurrence events which are found in the first stage to
cluster events. We use several dimensions to present event
mentions and use comprehensive matchers in measuring
event mentions to improve cluster accuracy. In this paper,
we propose the use of event co-occurrence constraint to
restrict the event detection of multiple webpages and
reduce the running time during the cluster process.

This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review
some related research efforts in Section 2, and describe the
problem in Section 3.The proposed approach is introduced
in Section 4 and the experimental evaluations are reported
in Section 5. In the last section, we draw conclusions.

2 Research Background

In recent years, event detection research has increasingly
focused on large-scale webpages and has become the
most popular research in information management [3],
data integration, information retrieval, and artificial
intelligence. Information retrieval identifies similar
changes in the relationship [4] between certain entities,
such as simultaneously rise and decline, to detect events.
Social tagging [5,6] discovers burst tags in the same
period to detect a few special events. Manoj [7] found
real-time events according to high frequency words in
micro-blogs reported by the same author. Detecting many
retrospective events in multiple webpages is important for
finding knowledge. Event detection research involves
single webpage detection and multiple webpages
detection.

In single webpage event detection, Yan [8] found
paragraph boundary events and considered them
interrelated and independent. We propose the event
co-occurrence constraint which is based on this idea of
the independent relationship between events. In multiple
webpage event detection, some studies have adopted
predefined-type event detection. Shan [9] used event
keywords to detect burst events. Zhao [10] appended time
characteristics to event keywords, such as “2008 US
presidential election”, which detects time-characteristic
burst events. Given that detailed event information is
needed to mine sentences in a webpage, current research
has now focused on sentence-level event detection.
Martina [11] proposed sentence-level event detection in
news webpages and found predefined type events. Jiang
[12] used open information extraction and proposed event
ontology to find various events. David [13] thought
important named entities, such as time, place, people, and
organization, and the co-occurrence relationships between
them were also used to find events. Cluster method is
important for event detection. Compared with another
event cluster method [14,15], the agglomerative
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hierarchical cluster method [16] possesses certain
advantages, such as accurate differentiation of objects,
automatic determination of the number of clusters, and
discovery of arbitrary clustering shapes. Thus, the
agglomerative hierarchical cluster method is suitable for
event detection.

Considering that many co-reference event mentions
have missing and inconsistent values, the clustering of
sentence-level event mentions according only to text
similarity judgment exhibits low accuracy. Topic
detection and tracking research (TDT) [17] uses the
TFIDF method to calculate event keywords and uses
keyword similarity as event similarity. Given that the
same keywords in different syntactic structures, such as
subject or object, can express different events, the use of
syntactic structure can improve cluster accuracy. Li [18]
demonstrated that comprehensive similarity can improve
clustering precision for complex data structures. Evidence
theory [19] combines several dimension similarities with
static weight to provide a uniform result.

Our research used eight dimensions to present event
mentions and combined syntactic structures and keyword
semantic meanings to measure event mention similarity.
We extended the evidence theory to allocate dynamic
weights to different dimensions according to the ability of
such dimensions to provide similarity.

3 Event Mention and Event

To present and facilitate the following discussions clearly,
we explain some concepts used in this paper in this section.

Event mention. An event mention is a sentence in
which an event is reported. An event can have many
mentions that refer to it. In this paper we use eight
dimensions to represent event mentions according to the
definition of an event. The eight dimensions are denoted
as{ agent, activity, { object }, time, { location }, { cause
}, { purpose }, { manner }}. The event mention set is
represented asEM = {em11, em12, · · · ,emi1, · · · ,emi j,
· · · ,emnk}, andemi j(1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ k) represents an
event mention in eventei.

Event. An event is an entity activity that occurs at a
specific time and place. An event is constructed by certain
elements, such as time, agent, activity, object, location,
cause, purpose, and manner. An event set is indicated as
E = {e1,e2, · · · ,en}, and an event is expressed as
ei(1≤ i ≤ n).

A data source provides event mentions, such as web
sites, databases, etc. A set of data sources can be
represented asS = {s1,s2, · · · ,sn}.Some event mentions
can point to the same event or to different events. The
relationship between source, document, event mention,
and event is shown in Fig 2.

Event Detection. Event detection is the automatic
identification and classification of co-reference event
mentions to find various events in mutiple webpages.
Event detection is divided into single webpage event

Fig. 2: Source, document, event mention, event, and their
relationships

detection and mutiple webpages event detecion. Detected
events from a single webpage construct co-occurrence
events and they can simplify event detection in mutiple
webpages. Event ei can be represented as
ei = {emi1,emi2, · · · ,emin}, and event set can be
represented as E = {e1,e2, · · · ,ei} =
{{em11,em12, · · · ,em1k}, · · · ,{emi1,emi2, · · · ,emin}}. k, p
andn are the number of co-reference event mentions.

Co-occurrence Event. Events clustered from a single
webpage are independent events which have obvious
differences. Independent events from a single webpage
are co-occurrence events. Co-occurrence events need not
to calculate similarity in mutiple webpages event
detection becuse they are obviously different. For
example, if {e1,e2, · · · ,en} ⊆ dithen {e1,e2, · · · ,en}
constitute co-occurrence event.

Event co-occurrence constraint. The event
co-occurrence constraint restricts co-occurrence eventsto
eliminate the need to calculate the similarity between
co-occurrence events. Events that are detected in the same
webpage constitute co-occurrence events. Co-occurrence
events are defined asEd . and d is the document in which
we find some events. Two events from different webpages
constitute an event pair. If the similarity of an event pair
reaches the threshold, the event similarity in the matched
event pair do not need to be computed with the
co-occurrence event similarity.

4 Event Detection

4.1 Event detection process

In this paper, we present an event detection method
named EDCoAGENES based on comprehensive
dimension matching and co-occurrence constraints. This
method can detect many events and reduce duplicates in
event quantity. We use a slide window mechanism
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according to the time period to obtain webpages. The
whole event detection process is shown in Fig.3. The
three steps involved in the event detection process are
introduced as follows.

Step 1. An event mention is labeled in the webpages.
The event mention that contains the target entities is then
labeled by using related webpages. We use the Chinese
word segmentation tool ICTCLAS 3.1 to handle event
mention and use eight dimensions to represent the event
mention. We filter the content of the webpage, label the
event mention, and use dimensions to represent the event
mention.

Step 2. An event is detected in a single webpage. In
this step, we identify co-reference event mentions and
cluster them in a single webpage. These events which are
clustered from a single webpage are co-occurrence
events. For example, the event mentionsem1 andem2 in
D1 both refer to evente1 ( Fig. 3). These event mentions
are co-reference event mentions that need to be classified
in a cluster. Four event mentions inD1 are classified into
two clusters, which are referred to as evente1 and e2.
Evente1 ande2 are co-occurrence events because they are
detected in the same webpage. To compute for event
mention similarity, we use the comprehensive dimension
matching method and extended evidence theory model to
allocate dynamic dimension weights. We classify the
single webpage co-reference event mentions in a cluster
as an event and do not merge them.

Step 3. An event is detected in multiple webpages. We
pair any two webpages to cluster similar events and place
the resulting cluster in a document. After that, we pair the
document with another webpage to cluster similar events.
For example, we pairD1 andD2 to cluster events, place
the results in a document, and pair this document withD3.
In this process we find thate1 ande3 are similar events,
and thate4 ande5 are similar events. We propose an event
co-occurrence constraint to restrict clusters in a webpage
pair. Evente1 ande2 are co-occurrence events inD1, and
eventse3 and e4 are co-occurrence events inD2. In the
matching process we find that the similarity ofe1 ande3
reached the threshold. We then aggregatee1 ande3 and do
not compute the similarity ofe1,e4, ande2,e3 because they
are subjected to the event co-occurrence constraint.

Fig. 3 shows the three steps of event detection. We use
the event detection algorithm to cluster co-reference event
mentions in multiple webpages. The core algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 first initializes event setE and every
documentdi from setD in Line 1. Lines 2 to 5 show the
process of single webpage event detection. Line 3 labels
the event mentionEMd from each documentdi, and Line
4 uses a function to aggregate event mentions if their
similarity is greater thanT . Lines 6 to 8 show event
detection in multiple webpages. We pair two event sets to
compare event similarity until all event sets are compared.
AggregateEvent is a function that clusters similar events
from two event sets and will be presented later.

Algorithm 1 Event Detection
Input: webpage setD. Similarity thresholdT
Output: Event setE,every event is a cluster of
co-reference event mentions
1. E = /0,di ∈ D
2. for each documentdi from D
3. EMd = LabelOneDocumentMention(di)
4. Ei = AggregateEventMention(EMd)
/* aggregate event mentions if their similarity is greater

thanT */
5. end for
6. E = E1
7. for i = 2 to |D|
8. E = E

⋃
AggregateEvent(E,Ei)

/* aggregate two events if their similarity is greater
thanT */
9. end for
10. returnE

4.2 Event detection in a single webpage

Event detection in a single webpage uses the hierarchical
clustering method to cluster co-reference event mentions
that refer to the same event because co-reference event
mentions differ from literal descriptions. In clustering
process we use dimension matching method. We use eight
dimensions to represent event mentions to combine
syntactic structures and text similarities for event mention
comparisons. We find that the time, subject, object, and
activity dimensions are usually not blank and other
dimensions are usually blank or do not conform to other
corresponding dimensions. According to event definition,
time, activity and participants are key elements in an
event. In this paper we divided participants into subject
and object by different roles. So time, activity, subject and
object are key dimensions which can basically represent
an event. In this stage, we choose the time, subject,
object, and activity dimensions as key dimensions in
comparing event mention similarity.

We select event mentions in different webpages to
explain dimension matching in Fig. 4. The time
dimension value is the time the event occurred according
to when the webpage reported the event and the specific
time it appeared in the news. We also use a conjecture
event occurrence time by using an offset value from the
news, such as yesterday and two days ago. The activity
dimension value is an activity verb that is extracted from
a phrase by using the shallow semantic parsing method.
We calculate the similarity of each dimension, and use
extended evidence theory to compute for comprehensive
dimension similarity. After clustering co-reference event
mentions in a single webpage, we consider events which
are detected in the same webpage as co-occurrence
events.

In Fig.4, the first three event mentions refer to the same
event even though these event mentions have noticeable
differences in their literal descriptions. The key dimension
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Fig. 3: Event detection process in multiple webpages

Fig. 4: Key dimensions of event mentions

values of the event mentions show slight differences. The
last event mention refers another event, and we can clearly
distinguish such an event according to the key dimension.
In this paper, we detect events in a short time period (i.e.,
one week).

4.3 Event detection in multiple webpages

Event detection in multiple webpages pairs two webpages
and uses the hierarchical clustering method to aggregate
similar events. In this paper, we use event co-occurrence
constraint to reduce event match times and quantity of
candidate matches events in multiple webpages cluster
process.

We note that co-occurrence events do not need to
calculate similarity according to the constraint.
Co-occurrence events can quickly cluster similar events in
webpage pairs. We propose two rules to reduce match
times and quantity of candidate matches events by using
the event co-occurrence constraint.

Fig. 5: Comparisons of co-occurrence constraint

Rule 1. If the similarity of an event pair reaches the
threshold, the comparison process can be terminated. For
example, ifei ∈ E1 ande j ∈ E2 construct a matched event
pair < ei,e j >, the comparison process, which searches
for an event similar toei, is terminated. Because the
candidate matches events inE2 are co-occurrence events
of e j. This rule can be used to reduce match times in
event comparison process.

Rule 2. If a matched event pair in two webpages is
found, the two events can be deleted from the candidate
match event set. For example, for a matched event pair
< ei,e j >, ei ∈ E1, ande j ∈ E2, the remainder events in
E1 are the co-occurrence events withei , and a matched
event pair cannot be constructed withe j. Thus, the
candidate matches event sets are{E2− e j} and{E1− ei}.
This rule can be used to reduce the number of candidate
matches events in event comparison process.

Fig. 5 show the difference in the comparison process of
the agglomerative hierarchical clustering method
(AGENES) and EDCoAGENES.

Fig. 5(a) shows the process used in the AGENES
method if < e1,e4 > is the matched event pair that
comparede4 with the remaining events inD1. Fig. 5(b)
presents how the EDCoAGENES method is used if the
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Algorithm 2 Aggregate Event
Input: Event setEk, Ep from documentdk and dp.
Similarity thresholdT
Output: Event set Enew, every event contains co-
reference event mentions from two webpages
1. for each eventeki from Ek
2. for each eventep j from Ep
3. Sim(eki,ep j);

/* computer similarity of eventeki andep j */
4. if Sim(eki,ep j)< T
5. j++;
6. else
7. ekip j = eki ∪ ep j

/* use co-occurrence constraint to stop match
and aggregateeki, ep j asekip j */

8. Enew = Enew ∪{ekip j};
9. Ep = Ep −{ep j};
10. Ek = Ek −{eki};
11. end if
12. end for
13. i++;
14. end for
15. returnEnew

matched event pair is< e1,e4 >. Comparisons for finding
similar events ate4 can be stopped. Thereafter,e1 from
D1 and e4 from D2 are deleted. Dashed arrows point to
the unnecessary comparisons in Fig.5(b). Given that
e1,e2, ande3 are co-occurrence events inD1, ande4,e5
are co-occurrence events inD2, we use the constraint only
when we need to compare the similarity ofe5 ande2. The
left part of Fig.5(b) shows that we can reduce match times
of e4 by rule1. According to rule2, onlye2 and e3 are
candidate matches events ofe5. Reducing the number of
candidate matches events is shown in the right part of
Fig.5(b).

Algorithm 2 shows how constraint restricts clustering to
aggregate similar events in two webpages.

Lines 1 and 2 circularly compare the events betweenEk
andEp. Line 3 computes for the similarity betweeneki and
ep j. If the similarity is below the thresholdT , the similarity
of the next event inEp with eki is computed. Lines 7 and 8
use an event co-occurrence constraint to aggregateeki and
ep j if their similarity reaches T. Lines 9 and 10 deleteep j
from Ep andeki from Ek by co-occurrence constraint.

We propose that the use of event co-occurrence
constraint reduce running time. We assume that event set
E1 hasm events and event setE2 hasn events. AGENES
compares each event to all events in another set (Fig.5)
and the time complexity isO(m + n)2. EDCoAGENES
finds two events that have reached the threshold and then
stops the comparison process to delete the two events
from their respective sets. For example, eventei from E1
is matched with eventei from E2. The match is stopped
andei from E1 andei from E2 are deleted. The candidate
match event quantity is(m+ n−2). If each iteration can
find a matched event pair, the quantity of matching events

decreases regularly as an arithmetic progression.
Compared with AGENES, EDCoAGENES divides cluster
events into two stages, within the document (single
webpage) and across documents (multiple webpages).
The comparison process in the first stage is similar to
AGENES, and the time complexity isO(m)2. Given that
the event quantity in one document is small, the running
time is short. The second stage uses a constraint to reduce
match times and quantity of candidate match events to
reduce running time, and the time complexity is
O(m · log2m). In event detection in multiple webpages,
EDCoAGENES is much faster than AGENES.

4.4 Similarity measure method

In this paper, we propose clustering co-reference event
mentions and similar events by comprehensive dimension
matching. This method combines syntactic structure
information and literal similarity to improve clustering
accuracy. We use eight dimensions to represent an event
mention and use three matchers to measure the similarity
of the key dimensions. In this section, we introduce the
three matchers and use extended evidence theory to
combine the dimension measurement results as a
similarity of an event mention.

4.4.1 Similarity measure matcher

We introduce three matchers to compute the similarity
among the time, subject, object, and activity dimensions.

1. Time value matcher
The Time value matcher is used to measure the time

dimension. This matcher is adapted for identical or
compatible data types. The default time value is the
“date” type. If the time in which the event occurred is
precise, the time can be extended to the “date-time” type.
The numerical difference between two time data is the
time distance, which is multiplied by a normalized factor
that can obtain time dimension similarity.

SimNum(T1,T2) =
logD

|T1−T2|
(1)

|T1 − T2|is the absolute value of the time numerical
difference, andlogD is the normalized factor . We set
D = 20 by experiment.

2. Morpheme matcher
Morpheme refers to the independent and basic concept,

such as indivisible word. This matcher is literally
indivisible. The morpheme matcher combines text
similarity and word order similarity for applications to
Chinese phrase characters. We add larger weights to
words that appear later in the word order. For example,
the subject dimension value is “50 degree Jiugui liquor”.
The weight of “Jiugui liquor” is larger than the weight of
“50 degree”. In an event mention pair,Na andNb are two
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subjects that need to be compared. The word orders are
Na = {ai|i = 1,2, · · · ,m} and Nb = {b j| j = 1,2, · · · ,n}.
Thus, the similarity ofNa andNb is expressed as follows:

SimMp(Na,Nb) =
2

1/∑ ai
∑Na(i)

+1/∑ b j

∑Nb( j)

(2)

The formula∑ ai
∑Na(i)

shows the comprehensive weight
of the same morphemeNa andNb contained according to

the location inNa. ∑ b j

∑Nb( j) shows the comprehensive
weight of the same morphemeNa and Nb contained
according to the location inNb. The morpheme matcher
can compute the similarity of the subject and object
dimensions.

3. Semantic matcher
Considering that accurate reasons can be obtained by

comparing verbs and verb phrases by semantic similarity,
we use the semantic matcher method and the Hownet
semantic network architecture [20] to measure verb
similarity. In the Hownet semantic network architecture, a
word is composed of primitives. The activity verb itself
may be the primitive or can be deconstructed into
primitives. We use primitiveSa = {ai|i = 1,2, · · · ,m} to
denote verba, Sb = {b j| j = 1,2, · · · ,n} to denote verbb,
and adopted two semantic matchers to compute verb
similarity.

(1) Path-based semantic matcher
The path-based semantic matcher calculates the

similarity between two primitives by the path length of
the two primitives.

SimPSe(Sa,Sb) =
α

α +dist(ai,b j)
(3)

In this formula dist(ai,b j) is the shortest path in
Hownet, andα is an adjustment parameter that is the
distance value when word similarity is 0.5. The path
length is inversely proportional to similarity.

(2) Depth-based semantic matcher
The depth-based semantic matcher calculates the

similarity between two primitives by the depth of their
common ancestor.

SimDSe(Sa,Sb) =
2×depth(ai,b j)

depth(ai)+depth(b j)
(4)

In this formuladepth(ai,b j) is the whole depth of the
common ancestor of primitives in Hownet,depth(ai) and
depth(b j) denote the depth of each primitive with a
common ancestor.

The following is the composite semantic similarity
formula:

SimSem = β1SimPse(Sa,Sb)+β2SimDse(Sa,Sb) (5)

In this formulaβ1+β2 = 1 and we setβ1 = 0.55, β2 =
0.45 by experiment.

We use the maximum primitive similarity formula to
calculate the similarity of two verbs:

SimSem(a,b)=maxi=1,2,··· ,m, j=1,2,··· ,n|SimSem(Sa,Sb)| (6)

4.4.2 Use of extended evidence theory to combine
dimension matching

After obtaining the similarity of dimension value, we
need to find a model to combine the dimension results as
the total similarity of an event mention. Evidence theory
[21] combines some evidence to obtain an objective and
comprehensive result such that the model can be used to
calculate the fusion result of multiple objects. In the
evidence theory model, the recognition frameworkΘ
contains all subsets, and the set of all subsets is presented
as 2Θ . The evidence theory model defines the probability
distribution function as the map 2Θ → [0,1], which is
based on 2Θ . The probability distribution function
satisfies the conditions ofm(φ) = 0 and∑A∈2Θ m(A) = 1.
In the conditions, /0 is null andA is any subset. The fusion
formula of the evidence theory model is as follows:

m(A) =
∑∩Ai=A Π1≤i≤nmi(Ai)

1−K ,K = ∑∩Ai= /0 Π1≤i≤nmi(Ai) (7)

In this formula, we observe that each dimension
provides the same contribution degree to the final result.
However, the evidence characteristics of different
dimensions are not the same. For example, we extract
event mentions in webpages that are reported in the same
day. In this situation, the similarity of the subject
dimension is more important than the time dimension. To
solve this problem and obtain a more accurate value for
the similarity of the event mention, we extend the
evidence theory model by allocating dynamic weight
factorWi for each dimension. We add a dynamic weight
factor in each probability distribution function, and the
fusion formula of extended evidence theory model is as
follows:

m(A) =
∑∩Ai=A Π1≤i≤nWi[mi(Ai)]

∑∩Ai 6= /0 Π1≤i≤nWi[mi(Ai)]
(8)

In this formula,Wi is the ability weight factor for every
dimension, and ∑Wi = 1. The following
dimension-matching algorithm shows how to calculate
comprehensive dimension similarity.

In Algorithm 3, Line 1 compares the dimension
similarity of a given event mention pair. Lines 2 to 5
compute the similarity of four dimensions as different
similarity evidences, and Line 6 uses extended evidence
theory to compute the comprehensive similarity of the
event mention. The EDCoAGENES cluster method uses
extended evidence theory to allocate dynamic weight and
this method is more accurate than static weight. We will
compare EDCoAGENES with other cluster methods in
the experiment.
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Algorithm 3 Dimension Matching
Input: Event mention pair< emi,em j >
Output: Event mention similaritySim(emi,em j)
1. for every dimension pair< di,d j > in < emi,em j >
2. SimdimT = dimTimeSimi(di1,d j1);
3. SimdimS = dimSub jectSimi(di2,d j2);
4. SimdimO = dimOb jectSimi(di3,d j3);
5. SimdimA = dimActivitySimi(di4,d j4);
6. Sim(emi,em j) = computeSimi (SimdimT ,SimdimS,

SimdimO, SimdimA);
/*extended evidence theory add weight factor
to every dimension similarity */

7. end for
8. returnSim(emi,em j)

5 Experiment

5.1 Experiment dataset

We extracted 9,000 event mentions in the food safety,
phone, and computer fields as three experiment datasets.
These event mentions were extracted from reports in news
webpages during one week (from Aug 8, 2012 to Aug 15,
2012). We labeled the event mention that contains target
entities and used eight dimensions to represent the event
mention.

5.2 Experiment evaluation

The event detection discovered event clusters that
contained many co-reference event mentions. To evaluate
efficiency of the clustering method, we used an
information retrieval evaluation method and divided the
cluster results into four sets.

A = True Positives (event mentions that are clustered in
a cluster is correct)

B = False Negatives (event mentions that are not
clustered in a cluster is incorrect)

C = False Positives (event mentions that are clustered in
a cluster is incorrect)

D = True Negatives (event mentions that are not
clustered in a cluster is correct)

The precision, recall, and F-measure are calculated
using the Equations (9), (10) and (11).

Recall =
|A|

|A|+ |B|
(9)

Precission =
|A|

|A|+ |C|
(10)

F −measure =
2×Recall ×Precission

Recall +Precission
(11)

“Recall” evaluates the cover degree of correct
clustering, “precision” evaluates the soundness of the

Fig. 6: Assessment of dynamic weight on four dimensions

clustering, and “F − measure” is the comprehensive
evaluation.

According to the comprehensive dimension matching
and co-occurrence constraint proposed in this paper, we
tested the effectiveness of event detection in the following
experimental aspects: (1) assessment of the extended
evidence theory model to allocate dynamic dimension
weights for clusters; (2) use of the co-occurrence
constraint to reduce running times for event detection in
multiple webpages; (3) comparison of the effectiveness of
different event detection methods.

5.3 Experimental result and analysis

1. We used the extended evidence theory model to allocate
weights and acquire the best weight distribution.

We used the extended evidence theory model to allocate
dimension weight and obtain different cluster results.
Important dimension needs to be allocated with a larger
weight to obtain better weight allocation.

Fig. 6 shows some allocation plans by experiments.
First, we fixed the time and activity dimensions by
allocating different weights and adjusting the rest weight
on the subject and object dimensions. (0.2,∗,∗, 0.2)
means that the weight of time and activity are both fixed
to 0.2, and the remaining 0.6 weight will be distributed to
the subject and object dimensions. Fig. 6 shows that
(0.15, 0.4, 0.3, 0.15) is the best weight allocation because
the F-measure reaches the highest point. To compare the
dynamic weight, we clustered the static weight (0.25,
0.25, 0.25, 0.25), and the F-measure is only 0.67.

2. Evaluation of the effect of co-occurrence constraint
in restricting the cluster process for event detection in
multiple webpage.

Fig. 7 shows the running time of two cluster methods
on different event mention datasets. No noticeable
difference was observed in the running time in small
datasets, such as those that contain only 100 and 200
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Fig. 7: Comparsion of running times of AGENES and
EDCoAGENES

Fig. 8: Compare match times with AGENES and EDCoAGENES

event mentions. In larger datasets, EDCoAGENES uses a
co-occurrence constraint that can significantly reduce
running time. We propose the EDCoAGENES method for
event detection in multiple webpages to reduce event
match times and quantity of candidate matches events.
Fig. 8 presents the different match times of the two cluster
methods.

We chose four different event mention datasets to
compare match times. In the EDCoAGENES line,
(12,250 + 5,135) denotes that match times in a single
webpage are added with match times between web pages,
and 17,385 denote the sum of two parts. Fig.8 shows that
EDCoAGENES, which uses two-stage event detection
and a co-occurrence constraint, can reduce match times
significantly.

3. We evaluated the effectiveness of using different
cluster methods for event detection in multiple web
pages. We compared the K-means, AGENES, and
EDCoAGENES methods to detect events on food safety
and phone datasets. The recall, precision, and F-measure
of event detection are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10.

We find that the EDCoAGENES method, which uses
extended evidence theory to combine
dimension-matching results and allocate dynamic
dimension weights, has the higher recall, precision, and
F-measure than other cluster methods (Figs. 9 and 10). To
prove that this cluster method is not restricted to a special
field, the experiment was conducted by using a different

Fig. 9: Recall, precision, and F-measure of three methods on food
safety dataset

Fig. 10: Recall, precision and F-measure of three methods on
phone dataset

field dataset. The results show that EDCoAGENES is
better than K-means or AGENES.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method for detecting
events in multiple webpages, namely, EDCoAGENES,
which is based on comprehensive dimension matching
and co-occurrence constraint theory. We detected single
webpage events and found co-occurrence events in every
single webpage. We presented an event co-occurrence
constraint based on single webpage detection to reduce
event match times and quantity of candidate matches
events in multiple webpages. In event clustering process,
we used eight dimensions to represent event mentions and
compare the similarity of key dimensions. We used
extended evidence theory to allocate the dynamic weight
for different dimensions and combined the comprehensive
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results as the similarity of event mentions. The
experiment results demonstrate that this method can
quickly detect various events in multiple webpages and
can effectively reduce the number of co-reference events.
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